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Abstract
In my artwork, I incorporate narratives, which help me explore relationships and how they exist within the context of the formal imagery on the page. The idea of storytelling highly influences the way I approach and produce art. To hint at a story will entice the viewer to make connections and create a platform on which to further inspect the image. The lines in my work attempt to mimic the way stories and information can loop and intertwine to negate the personal, surround the personal or maybe just provide something that the viewer would have to weave his way through in order to create that relationship between the disparate layers. Through my work, I seek to divert the viewer's expression of an instinctual response, from one that would be expected to one that plays with the idea of the spectator transforming from onlooker to interpreter.
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OnlineGDB is online IDE with python interpreter. Quick and easy way to run python program online. It supports python3. "Online Python Interpreter. Code, Compile, Run and Debug python program online. Write your code in this editor and press "Run" button to execute it." print("Hello World") Compiling Program input. Onlooker definition is - one that looks on; especially : a passive spectator. How to use onlooker in a sentence. For some onlookers, the initial suicide framing of it all nevertheless reeks of yet another ploy by Erakat to get views on YouTube. — Patricia Hernandez, The Verge, "A controversial YouTuber’s suicidal claims have fans questioning his motives," 24 Sep. 2018 Losing his temper recently in matches has been a good sign for some onlookers -- an indication that the hunger is back.